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Abstract10

A population model of the marine invasive ctenophore species Mneniopsis11
leidyi (ML) including physiological and demographic processes has been in-12
cluded in the flexible-stoichiometry biogeochemical marine ecosystem model13
(Eco3M-MED). This model is used in order to define through several numeri-14
cal simulations possible environmental windows favorable to ML adaptation15
and outbreaks in invaded habitats, such as the coastal areas of the Medi-16
terranean Sea. One of the strengths of the ML model is that it delivers the17
functional response either expressed in terms of consumed individual prey or18
in prey biomass, however the prey are expressed, as individual abundance19
or biomass concentration. Numerical experiments were performed to test the20
functional response in various quantitative and qualitative diet conditions.21
Longer term experiments including starvation regimes were run to characte-22
rize the response of the ML population in terms of growth rate and dynamics.23

Our results firstly show that the required food conditions for ML out-24
bursts, which involve combinations of food quality and quantity, should25
mainly be found in the most productive Mediterranean coastal areas, and26
more rarely in the open sea, and that variations in food concentrations may27
induce rapid outbursts or collapse of ML populations. Results also indicate28
that food concentrations directly impact reproduction, and that for a given29
fixed available prey biomass, ML abundance is maximum for the prey of30
richest nutritional value. As our model considers two levels of ecological in-31
tegration, individual and population, it has been shown that the response to32
starvation or to recovery from starvation after food replenishment occurs at33
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different time scales depending on the integration level.34
Then, different scenarios of global change have been simulated in order35

to analyze the inter-annual variability in ML population dynamics. Our mo-36
del could reproduce typical 3 months ML blooms, which is also observed in37
nature, and it suggests that this is the result of a combination of species38
properties and environmental forcings. Our simulations also reveal that an39
increase in temperature promotes the occurrence of jellyfish outbreaks. Fi-40
nally, the strongest forcing influence on ML dynamics is the reduction of41
fish competitors for food due to an increase in fishing pressure. This forcing42
significantly impacts not only the frequency of the outbreaks, but also ML43
accumulated population growth over a ten-year period. Finally, our simula-44
tions call for long-term (over at least a ten-year period) observations with a45
temporal resolution of one month or less.46

Keywords: Mnemiopsis leidyi, mechanistic biogeochemical model Eco3M,47
flexible-stochiometry, prey quality, environmental window for ML48
outbursts ;49

1. Introduction50

The introduction of invasive aquatic species into new habitats has been51
identified as one of the four greatest threats for the world oceans (Werschkun52
et al, 2014). Aquatic invasions are virtually irreversible and, once the new-53
comers are established, their impact may also increase in severity over time.54
During the last decades, a dramatic increase in the number of alien species55
has been observed in different marine ecosystems. Many of these species be-56
came successfully adapted to their new habitats, thereby leading to serious57
ecosystem changes, disruptions of ecosystem services and the associated eco-58
nomic consequences (Vila et al., 2010). The transfer of invasive species does59
not only occur over larger distances, between continents, but also locally,60
over regional seas (David et al., 2013).61

One recent example of a drastically impacting invasive species is the ge-62
latinous zooplankton – ctenophora Mnemiopsis leidyi, referred to as ML he-63
reafter (Pitt & Lucas, 2013). The species ML originates from the east coast64
of the USA and the Caribbean Sea and was introduced in the early 1980s in65
the Black Sea and the Azov Sea, where it could spread, and sometimes domi-66
nate the local food webs due to its high adaptation capacity in combination67
with increasing shipping traffic, global warming, eutrophication, pollution68
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and overfishing. This led to a devastating reduction in fish catch levels in69
these seas (Shiganova & Bulgakova, 2000 ; Mills, 2001 ; Byers, 2002 ; Sali-70
hoglu, 2011). Since then, ML has spread further and it is also found today71
in a wide range of habitats in Eurasian seas : from the brackish closed and72
semi-closed seas and lagoons to the Mediterranean Sea and Atlantic coastal73
areas, from temperate to subtropical regions, from high productive to oligo-74
trophic environments (Pitois & Shiganova, CIESM, 2015). ML is a highly75
opportunistic species : a simultaneous hermaphrodite with direct develop-76
ment, capable of self-fertilization ; what means that viable offspring can be77
produced from a single adult (Purcell et al., 2001). When food is abundant,78
each organism can ingest up to ten times its own body weight during a single79
day, which is far more than it is able to digest. Inversely, an organism can80
survive for up to three weeks without food (Finenko et al, 2010). ML is found81
in an extremely wide range of environmental conditions, from cold (0oC) to82
warm (32oC) waters, with salinities ranging from <2 to 45o/oo (Purcell et al,83
2001, Pitt & Lucas, 2014, Kremer 1994, Colin et al, 2010, Shiganova et al,84
2001, 2011). Consequently, ML presents a tremendous potential for growth,85
survival and reproduction that enables this species to be a predominant zoo-86
planktivore in a wide variety of habitats. Especially in estuarine and coastal87
waters, ctenophores can reach very high abundance, since it feeds on prey88
ranging from microplankton (50 microns) to fish larvae (> 3 mm) by clearing89
large volumes of water (Colin et al. 2010).90

The high number of ML recorded during the last years along the Medi-91
terranean coastlines (Fig. 1), especially along the northern coast (Galil et92
al., 2009 ; Boero et al., 2009 ; Fuentes et al., 2010 ; Kylie and Lucas, 2014),93
strongly suggest that ML is now well established in the Mediterranean Sea.94
From an ecosystem perspective, the apparent increase and synchrony in jel-95
lyfish outbreaks in both the western and eastern Mediterranean basins are96
sending warning signals of a potential phase shift from a fish to a "gelatinous97
sea" (Boero, 2013).98

Climate warming, eutrophication, coastal habitat degradation and over-99
fishing are among the most probable drivers of ML development, though the100
invasion pathways of this species and the reasons for its successful coloniza-101
tion of new habitats are not well identified yet, and the lack of data makes102
any further investigation difficult. The recent knowledge on the impact of cli-103
mate warming, eutrophication, coastal habitat degradation and overfishing104
on ML development has led to the following conclusion :105

— Field observations of ML species revealed that its physiology is tempe-106
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rature dependent (Javidpour et al., 2009) and global warming is likely107
to affect the timing and distribution of ML in those areas (Pitois &108
Shiganova, CIESM, 2015).109

— It was observed that ML was very abundant in coastal and lagoon110
waters, which are highly affected by eutrophication. Eutrophication111
has become a major component of coastal habitat degradation in the112
Mediterranean during the last decades (MerMex group, 2011). Lud-113
wig et al. (2009) report increasingly high loads of dissolved inorganic114
nitrogen associated with an increase in the NO3 : PO4 ratio of the115
Mediterranean river outputs. This ratio determines which nutrient116
will limit biological productivity at the base of the food web and may117
select plankton communities with distinct biogeochemical functions118
(Deutsch & Weber, 2012).119

— Overfishing may also play a crucial role in the development of ML.120
One of the well-known cases is the Black Sea in 1989 where ML has121
strongly developed by emptying the ecological niche occupied by small122
pelagic fishes, thereby allowing gelatinous competitors to reinhabit123
(Gucu, 2002).124

Modelling can provide an additional understanding of mechanisms through125
the characterization of environmental conditions that could support and/or126
favor the gelatinous zooplankton ML and the description of the associated127
changes in the planktonic community structure.128

Several models describing ML behavior have already been used for various129
specific studies. Among them are individual-growth models constructed by130
Kremer (1976), Kremer & Reeve (1989) for the study of ML development131
in Narragansett Bay. Salihoglu et al. (2011) and Shiganova et al. (2018)132
have developed a zero-dimensional population-based model considering four133
stages, namely : egg, juvenile, transitional and adult stages, and the asso-134
ciated processes. In the two latter studies, the model used could represent135
consistent development patterns in the Black Sea. All the above-mentioned136
models offer a basis for the study of ML behavior within different size or age137
classes. Food concentration and temperature were the main forcings consi-138
dered in these models, which do not consider the other trophic levels of the139
planktonic food web. Also, these 0D models are designed to simulate ML140
dynamics in a given region of interest. Oguz et al. (2008) developed a model141
including the lower trophic levels of the planktonic food web by considering142
three phytoplankton groups, three zooplankton groups (as we do in our mo-143
del), and a simplified particulate and dissolved nitrogen cycle. This model144
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was used in a two-layer configuration (i.e. the 0-50m euphotic zone and the145
sub-thermocline layer) in the Black Sea.146

Another group of models considers ML dynamics in a three-dimensional147
configuration. Among them are statistical models based on the estimation148
of the probability of ML occurrence, which depends on different key factors149
measured in situ (Collingridge et al., 2014 and Siapatis et al., 2008). One of150
these models is used to study the North Sea and Baltic Sea (Collingridge et151
al., 2014), and the other, - the Aegean and Mediterranean seas (Siapatis et152
al., 2008). The limits of the statistical approach lie in the fact that it does not153
take into account the key processes of ML population growth, reproduction,154
metabolic demands and mortality. Mechanistic three-dimensional models are155
designed for this purpose. Van der Molen et al. (2015) and David et al. (2015)156
have performed an extensive study using a multi-model approach with dif-157
ferent types of models, namely a high-resolution particle tracking model with158
passive particles, a low-resolution particle tracking model with a reproduc-159
tion model coupled to a biogeochemical model, and a dynamic energy budget160
(DEB) model. The aim of these works was to investigate the reasons for t161
ML dispersal in the region of the Scheltdt estuaries and the southern North162
Sea. Analysis of the influence of temperature and food variability on ML163
reproduction and outbursts have been performed in these works.164

We propose here another mechanistic model, based on the Eco3M-MED165
biogeochemical model (Alekseenko et al., 2014), in which we have added a166
new compartment for ML. This model has several advantages in that (i) it167
considers seven plankton functional types (PFTs) from bacteria to ML, (ii)168
C, N and P biogeochemical cycles are described in the model ; (iii) organisms169
are represented in terms of abundance (ind.l−1) and in terms of C, N and P170
concentrations (mol.l−1), thereby offering the possibility to handle intracel-171
lular ratios and also intracellular quotas that influence the kinetics of most172
of the physiological processes undertaken by each PFT.173

The aim of this paper is to investigate through a theoretical study, the174
impact of several external factors (namely temperature, food availability and175
quality (stoichiometry)) on ML physiology and population dynamics and to176
define environmental windows leading to ML blooms. Though theoretical,177
this study also aims at providing “realistic” results, in the sense that they178
could help in understanding some aspects of ML dynamics in the Mediterra-179
nean Sea.180
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2. Materials and methods181

2.1. Terminology182
In this paper, the terms abundance and concentration will respectively183

refer to a number of individuals per unit volume and to a C (or N, P) biomass184
in mol per unit volume. Internal quota term (in mol.ind−1) will correspond185
to the X biomass per individual, and internal ratio (in molX.molY−1 where186
X and Y stand either for C, N or P) to the proportion of biomasses C :N,187
C :P, N :P. Relative quotas (varying in the range 0-100 %, see eq. 1) will be188
also be used in this work.189

Q̃X = QX −Qmin
X

Qmax
X −Qmin

X

· 100%. (1)

2.2. General features of Eco3M-MED model190
The Eco3M (Ecological Mechanistic and Modular) modelling tool (Bak-191

louti et al. 2006a, b) is used in this work. Several configurations (i.e. several192
flexible-stoichiometry models representing the low levels of the marine food193
web) have already been embedded in this tool featuring a modular structure194
(e.g., Baklouti et al. 2006b ; 2011 ; Eisenhauer et al., 2009 ; Fontana et al.195
2009 ; Auger et al. 2011, Alekseenko et al. 2014 ; Guyennon et al., 2015).196

In a recent configuration of Eco3M (referred to as Eco3M-MED, Alek-197
seenko et al., 2014 ; Guyennon et al., 2015), organisms are represented both198
in terms of elemental concentrations (in mol C, N or P per liter) and abun-199
dances (in cells or individuals per liter), thereby enabling the delivery of200
internal quotas (in mol C, N or P per cells) in addition to internal ratios201
(in mol X per mol Y). These internal quotas and ratios are calculated dy-202
namically for each organism and contribute to the kinetics of regulation of203
most of the physiological processes included in the model. The introduction204
of abundances has several other advantages : it enables a direct comparison205
(i.e., without using a conversion factor from biomasses, as is usually done)206
of the model outputs with the growing data set of bacteria, phytoplankton207
or zooplankton abundances that are provided by recent techniques such as208
flow cytometry and plankton counts. It also makes it possible to differentiate209
in the modeled population biomass growth the respective contributions of210
organism recruitment (production of new organisms) and biomass synthesis.211

The conceptual scheme of the biogeochemical model Eco3M-MED used212
in this study accounts for the complex food-web of the NW Mediterranean213
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Sea (Fig. 2). Compared to the previous version of Eco3M-MED described in214
Alekseenko et al. (2014), a new functional type has been introduced in the215
planktonic food web, namely the gelatinous carnivorous zooplankton repre-216
sented by the species ML. Therefore, the Eco3M-MED model developed in217
this work includes the following 40 state variables :218

— Three nutrients : nitrate (NO3), phosphate (PO4), and ammonium219
(NH4). Silicate is not considered here since it is assumed that, in the220
Mediterranean Sea, it does not limit diatom growth.221

— Dissolved organic matter (DOM) constituted by labile and semi-222
labile organic carbon (LDOC, SLDOC), labile organic phosphorus223
(LDOP ), and labile organic nitrogen (LDON).224

— Particulate organic detrital matter (POM) constituted by : carbon,225
phosphorus and nitrogen (POC, POP , PON).226

— Bacterial cells with their carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus content227
(BAC, BACC , BACN , BACP ).228

— Two size classes of phytoplankton cells (<10 µm and >10 µm; refer-229
red to as "small" and "large" in the model) with their carbon, nitro-230
gen, phosphorus and chlorophyll content (PHY S, PHY SC , PHY SN ,231
PHY SP , PHY SChl and PHY L, PHY LC , PHY LN , PHY LP , PHY LChl).232

— Four compartments of zooplankton organisms with their carbon, ni-233
trogen, and phosphorus contents : nano-, micro-, meso- and gela-234
tinous zooplankton represented respectively by heterotrophic nano-235
flagellates (HNF , HNFC , HNFN , HNFP ), ciliates (CIL, CILC ,236
CILN , CILP ), copepods (Z, ZC , ZN , ZP ) and ML (ML,MLC ,MLN ,237
MLP ).238

2.3. ML population model and terminology239
ML adult life stage is explicitly represented in the model. ML adults are240

able to reproduce under certain conditions of their physiological state. The241
reproduction rate and most of the physiological processes undertaken by these242
adults are indeed regulated by their internal quotas of carbon, nitrogen and243
phosphorus (QC , QN and QP ). The minimum and maximum quota values244
are given in Table 1.245

The ML life phase between egg and adult stages, hereafter called the “ju-246
venile phase”, is not explicitly represented. This phase actually includes both247
larval and juvenile individuals and lasts between 16 and 40 days depending248
on the food density and water temperature (Collingridge et al., 2014, Sali-249
hoglu et al., 2011). We also assume that juveniles have not yet reached the250
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minimum nutritional state necessary to achieve reproduction. Thus, recruited251
adults from juveniles are not yet sexually mature and they will be referred to252
as immature adults. Trep stands for the time necessary for immature adults253
to reach the mature stage for reproduction (i.e. the time to become mature254
adults). For mature adults, as spawning occurs, the entire amount of mate-255
rial required to grow from egg stage to adult stage is instantly and explicitly256
transferred from the prey biomass pools (copepods and ciliates) to the ML257
adult pool. In other words, the lag time between the egg and adult stages is258
not accounted for by the model, but the accumulated ingested food needed259
for the juvenile growth is explicitly taken into account through implicit ML260
juvenile grazing on ML prey.261

In the following sections, we will use the term specific population growth262
rate (SPGR in h−1) to express the number of new individuals per individual263
and unit time. The population growth rate (PGR in ind.l−1.h−1) will refer264
to the increase in the number of individuals per unit volume and unit time.265
The specific growth rate (SGR in molC.molC−1.h−1 or in h−1) to express the266
biomass change of an individual per mean biomass and unit time.267

2.4. ML activities268
This section describes the model formulation of ML physiological and de-269

mographic processes. The processes and the assumptions used to establish the270
associated formulations are presented in a specific subsection. Fig. 3 shows271
a schematic representation of ML physiological processes that have been in-272
corporated in the Eco3M-MED biogeochemical model. Table 2 contains the273
list of model functions.274

2.4.1. Feeding275
Dietary flexibility allows ML to exploit a wide range of planktonic food276

sources, such as microplankton, mesozooplankton, and fish eggs (Costello277
et al., 2012, Purcell et al., 1994, 2001), thereby revealing an essential trait278
associated with the invasive success of ML.279

A review of the nature of the prey ingested by ML is presented in Costello280
et al. (2012, their Table 2), based on in situ gut content from various geo-281
graphical locations, including ML native and invaded ecosystems. According282
to this review, the dominant prey found in ML gut is copepod for most eco-283
systems. In another survey, Purcell et al (2012) suggest that direct predation284
on eggs and fish larvae appears to be of a secondary order compared to the285
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predation on zooplankton. Hamer et al. (2010) corroborate this by investi-286
gating the potential link between ML and fish populations, performing ML287
feeding experiments on both eggs and larvae. They found no significant cor-288
relation could be detected between ML abundance and the abundance of fish289
eggs. In the same study, C and N stable isotope signatures of three potential290
prey groups (fish eggs, small plankton and larger plankton) showed that ML291
primarily feeds on plankton, while fish eggs are of minor importance. In ad-292
dition, a feeding selection experiment, with fish eggs and copepods offered in293
the same proportion, corroborated these findings : ML ingested significantly294
more copepods, and feeding on fish eggs was not significantly different from295
zero. Finally, Hamer et al. (2010) showed that ML has no serious potential as296
a direct predator of fish eggs, but individuals of this species might compete297
for food with larval fish. In the Mediterranean and Black seas, the contribu-298
tion of ichthyoplankton to M. leidyi diet seems to be negligible according to299
a large number of studies (CIESM, 2011, Finenko et al., 2013). On the basis300
of these observations, ML prey were restricted to zooplankton in our model.301

The abundance and composition of zooplanktonic prey are likely to in-302
fluence ML population dynamics differently depending on the life stage (Mc-303
Namara et al., 2013). Whereas laboratory measurements of ML clearance304
rates showed a preference of ML adults for copepods (Madsen & Riisgard,305
2010), ML juveniles exert significant predatory control over planktonic ci-306
liates and other microzooplanktonic compartments, including copepod nau-307
plii (Stoecker et al., 1987 ; Sullivan & Gifford, 2004, 2007). Despite the fact308
that only the ML adult stage is explicitly represented in the present version309
of the model, an implicit representation of the ML juvenile grazing impact310
on different food sources is included. That means that C, N and P quotas311
which are affected to each new adult organism in the model come from a312
small part (the egg weight) from their mother’s C, N and P pool, but the313
rest come from the C, N and P pools of the ML juvenile’s prey, namely co-314
pepods (arbitrarily representing 80 % of the food) and ciliates (20%). This315
implicit specific feeding rate during the juvenile stage is represented in the316
model through the function :317

f gjuv = σQmin
X fµ, (2)

where Qmin
X is the minimum internal quota in element X for an ML adult,318

σ is the proportion of Qmin
X which is taken by ML from their preys during319

their implicit juvenile stages, fµ is the function describing the specific rate320
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of ML growth (described in the next subsection).321
The specific feeding rate of adult ML is represented by a Holling II for-322

mulation revisited by Koojman (2010) :323

f gZ
ML = Im [Z]

Im

F
+ [Z]

, (3)

where Im is the maximum ingestion rate of ML, F the clearance rate, and324
[Z] the mesozooplankton abundance.325

As already done in Baklouti et al. (2011), a feedback regulation of the326
gross grazing flux is operated through the hQX quota function representing327
the feedback of the internal individual status on ML feeding. The mathema-328
tical expression of this quota function is given by Eq. (4) which has already329
been used in Geider et al. (1998) to regulate net uptake of nutrient by phy-330
toplankton :331

hQX =
(
Qmax
X −QX

Qmax
X −Qmin

X

)0.06

. (4)

The excess of a given element X among C, N, and P goes to particulate332
organic matter (POM).333

2.4.2. Population growth and reproduction334
The classical Droop formulation (Eq.5) combined with Leibig’s law of the335

minimum are used to describe the specific growth rate fµ in the model :336

fµ = µ ·minX
[
1 − Qmin

X

QX

]
. (5)

In this formulation,QX represents the actual intracellular quota in a given337
element X among C, N, and P, and µ the maximum theoretical growth rate338
of ML.339

Qmin
X is the amount of element X used in ML organism structure and340

metabolism and exceeding amount can be used as storage for growth and341
reproduction. In the model, it is assumed that all ML adults, in which QX342
exceeds Qmin

X , are mature (i.e. able to reproduce).343

2.4.3. Mortality344
The natural mortality specific rate fm is represented through a kinetic345

rate depending on the following relative carbon internal quota Q̃C :346
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fm =

 km, if QC ≥ Qmin
C ,

km + A
(
2Q̃C

)2
, if QC < Qmin

C

(
i.e. Q̃C < 0

)
,

(6)

where km is the minimum specific mortality rate and A is a constant.347
Equations (6) suggest that when ML adults have deficient nutritional348

states (i.e. QC < Qmin
C ), their natural mortality rate is enhanced. In sub-349

stance, we assume that the specific natural mortality increases quadratically350
with Q̃C .351

A quadratic mortality function is also applied to ML to implicitly re-352
present its predation by higher trophic levels :353

fmq = kmq, (7)

where kmq is the specific quadratic mortality rate.354

2.4.4. Metabolic requirements355
In several models describing ML activities (Kremer & Reeve, 1989 ; Sali-356

hoglu et al., 2011), it is assumed that ML individual mass reduction is mainly357
due to respiration and to excretion losses exceeding assimilated inputs. Fur-358
thermore, laboratory experiments show a linear relationship between the ML359
respiration rate and food availability (Kremer 1982, Finenko et al. 1995, An-360
ninsky et al. 1998).361

In the present model, ML respiration formulation is split into two terms :362
the first represents the energetic costs associated with the basal maintenance363
(which is related to carbon biomass), while the second term expresses the364
costs induced by the ingestion process (active metabolism).365

f resp =

rm ·
(

1 + QC−Qmin
C

QC

)
+ ri · f gZ

ML, if QC ≥ Qmin
C

rm + ri · f gZ
ML, if QC < Qmin

C

(8)

where rm is the metabolic respiration-excretion rate and ri the respiration366
cost due to ingestion requirements.367

This formulation suggests that when the carbon reserve pool is not empty368
(i.e. QC > Qmin

C ), the respiration associated with the individual maintenance369
is taken into account in addition to the basal respiration and to respiration370
costs for ingestion. The excretion formulation taken into account in the model371
is :372
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fXexcr = f gzQZ
X

(
1 − hQX

)
+ rm. (9)

Only the equations relative to the new features of the model are presented373
here (Appendix A). The remaining equations can be found in Alekseenko et374
al. (2014).375

3. Simulations and scenarios376

Different modelling scenarios have been considered in this study (Table377
3) :378

— TS1 : Analysis of the effective functional response and comparison379
with the theoretical one ; in this scenario, the level of ML adult’s food380
(i.e. copepods) is set to constant ;381

— TS2 : experiments on the impact of the diet quantity and quality on382
the time necessary for just-recruited ML to reach sexual maturity ;383
only ML immature adults are present at the beginning of the simula-384
tion ; in TS2a scenario, the impact of several food levels is investiga-385
ted while in TS2b, the quality of prey on the dynamics is investigated386
through simulations using different prey abundances corresponding387
to the same food concentration in terms of carbon biomass ; in TS2c388
scenario the impact of temperature and Q10 on SGR of mature and389
immature ML individual is investigated ;390

— TS3 : Starvation experiments ; in this scenario, ML adults are starved391
for more or less long periods and then food is reintroduced at different392
fixed levels ;393

— TS4 : 0D microcosm experiments ; in this scenario, the whole of the394
trophic web is explicitly represented and forced by dynamic light and395
temperature conditions ;396

— TS5 : Nutrient ratio experiments ; this scenario investigates the impact397
of varying inorganic NO3 and PO4 concentrations and NO3 : PO4398
ratios ;399

— TS6 : Competitive pressure on ML prey ; this scenario investigates the400
impact of different competition pressures exerted on ML prey, namely401
copepods.402

In scenarios TS1 to TS3 , temperature is fixed while it varies according403
to the function plotted in Fig.10 (Q10 function) in the remaining scenarios.404

In scenarios TS4 to TS6 , copepod abundance and biomass are not constant,405
but derived from the biogeochemical model forced by a light seasonal cycle406
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in the NW Mediterranean Sea. However, results will not be interpreted in407
terms of seasonality but in terms of variation with time expressed in weeks408
or years (for long-term simulations), since the seasonality of hydrodynamic409
features cannot be reproduced with a 0D model.410

3.1. Effective functional response experiment (TS1)411
Scenario TS1 was designed to mimic ML-copepods laboratory experi-412

ments in chemostat. It consisted in several numerical experiments in which413
the abundance of ML’s food (i.e. copepods) was set at a given value, while the414
lower trophic levels were not considered. Eleven copepod abundance levels415
ranging between 2.5 ind.l−1 and 250 ind.l−1 have been tested. The duration416
of each simulation was 10 days. For these numerical experiments, copepods417
were the only food source for ML juveniles and adults. Copepods were charac-418
terized by a constant internal content in N and P equal to : Q̃N = Q̃P = 50%419
. In 9 experiments out of 11, copepods’ relative internal carbon content was420
set to 50%. Two experiments were run just for Z abundance of 250 ind.l−1 in421
which Q̃C was not equal to 50% : one using Q̃C = 0% and the other in which422
Q̃C = 100%.423

3.2. Impact of diet quality and quantity on ML growth (TS2)424
Scenario TS2a was performed to assess the necessary time for ML im-425

mature adults to reach the nutritional status allowing their sexual maturity426
(and thereby their reproduction) as a function of food availability (cope-427
pods). For this, only ML immature adults (characterized by an internal quo-428
tas QC = σQmin

C , QN = σQmin
N , QP = σQmin

P , which are listed in the Table429
1) are introduced at the beginning of the simulation. Since σ is a proportion430
of C, N and P taken by juvenile ML from its predators and it is below 1.431
So, in this case Q̃C , Q̃N , Q̃P are below zero. They fed on copepods for which432
abundance and internal quotas are set to constant (Q̃N = Q̃P = 100% and433
Q̃C = 50%, in order to simplify the interpretation of the experiment, N and434
P are not limiting copepod growth). As for TS1, this scenario also mimics435
chemostat-like laboratory experiments with copepod abundance set at the436
desired level during the experiment.437

Several abundances of copepod were used : 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 100 and 250438
ind.l−1. As for scenario TS1 , food abundance and biomass were maintained439
constant during the whole of the simulated period. The duration of each440
simulation equals 12 weeks.441
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TS2b is a complimentary scenario, which is analogous to TS2a, but the442
duration of this scenario is much longer (1 year), and the number of tested443
copepod abundances is limited to three values. The main idea of such a444
scenario is to study the impact of food quality (for a given food quantity)445
on ML dynamics. The food quantity (i.e. copepod biomass) is set to 7.5 ·446
10−5 molC.l−1, corresponding to three different combinations of the copepod447
abundance and internal carbon content : (a) 250 ind.l−1 with Q̃C=0%, (b)448
150 ind.l−1 with Q̃C=50%, and (c) 107.14 ind.l−1 with Q̃C=100%.449

Another complementary scenario TS2c has been performed in order to in-450
vestigate the impact of temperature on individual specific growth rate (SGR)451
of mature (adult, able to reproduce) and immature (juvenile, unable to re-452
produce) ML. This scenario was designed so as to reproduce laboratory ex-453
periments. The goal was to compare modeled SGR values with laboratory454
measurements available in literature. It is worth noting that the laboratory455
experiments on ML’s SGR were held under different temperature conditions.456
For a better comparison with the different available data, four levels of im-457
posed constant copepod abundance (20, 50, 100 and 200 ind.l−1, the same458
numbers as in Reeve et al., 1989 and in Purcell et al., 2001) with Q̃C=100%459
have been given to a juvenile ML under different temperature conditions (11,460
14, 20 and 26 oC).461

Another important temperature-related parameter which impacts SGR462
values is Q10. For all experiments in this work, the Q10 of 1.5 has been taken463
from Salihoglu et al. (2013), for ML in the Black Sea. However other observa-464
tions from the native environment showed that Q10 was varying, depending465
on ML biomass (Kremer, 1979, typically from 1.4 to 1.8). Thus four addi-466
tional modelling experiments have been designed with four different values467
of Q10 (1.5, 2, 2.5, and 3), a constant copepod abundance of 200 ind.l−1,468
Q̃C=100%, and T=26oC. The duration of TS2c scenario was of two weeks.469

3.3. Starvation experiment (TS3)470
A 52 week scenario (TS3) has been built in order to study the survival471

ability of ML when submitted to scarce food conditions. Carbon-limited ML472
adults (Q̃C = 50% and Q̃N = Q̃P = 100% ), at an abundance of 1 · 10−3473
ind.l−1, were initially considered in the system without any food source. After474
different starvation periods (1, 4, 6, 8 and 12 weeks), a constant abundance of475
prey (copepods) was introduced. These prey were characterized by a carbon476
relative quota equal to 50% (Q̃C = 50% ) and N and P relative quotas of477
100% (Q̃N = Q̃P = 100%). Three values of copepod abundance have been478
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considered (within the range of the Mediterranean Sea), namely 2.5, 5 and479
10 ind.l−1.480

3.4. 0D microcosm experiments (TS4)481
After three theoretical scenarios (TS1-TS3), we aimed to investigate ML482

long-term population dynamics and individual responses under dynamic en-483
vironmental conditions (0D microcosm experiments) using three different484
temperature forcings. As for light forcing, a typical seasonal temperature485
cycle of NW Mediterranean Sea was used to force the 0D biogeochemical486
model :487

Tref = max

(
13;

∣∣∣∣∣25 · cos
(

0.45π
(
t/3600 − 5000

4380

))∣∣∣∣∣
)
, (10)

Irr = max

(
1;max

(
50,

∣∣∣∣∣800 · cos
(

0.45π
(
t/3600 − 400

3942

))∣∣∣∣∣
))

sin
(

πt

12 · 3600

)
(11)

where t stands for the elapsed time since the beginning of the simula-488
tion. In this scenario and in the following, the whole planktonic food-web489
is now considered (see Fig.2) and behaves dynamically. The model state490
variables have initial values in the same ranges as those observed in the491
NW-Mediterranean Sea.492

The impact of temperature on ML physiology was investigated in three493
test cases : (a) test case CT : the physiological rates do not vary with tem-494
perature (fQ10 = 1), considered as the reference scenario ; (b) test case VT :495
ML grazing and growth rates vary with temperature Tref according to the496
fQ10-function given by Eq.12 ; (c) test case VT-HT : the same test case as (b)497
but with an ambient temperature increased by 2oC (i.e. equal to Tref +2oC).498

fQ10 = Q10
T −15

10 , (12)

All TS4 experiments were run for 10 years.499

3.5. Nutrient ratio experiments (TS5)500
Scenario TS5 has been designed to investigate the impact of the NO3 :501

PO4 ratio over the Mediterranean planktonic web in the interannual time502
scale. Different values of PO4 and NO3 were considered in these experiments503
which correspond to three different environmental condition that could be504
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encountered in the Mediterranean ecosystems, namely : (a) the Rhône region505
of freshwater influence (ROFI) conditions in which both nutrient concentra-506
tions are high (NO3 = 5µM , PO4 = 0.25µM) and the NO3 : PO4 ratio507
equals 20 (test case HN-LNP) ; (b) ROFI conditions in which NO3 concen-508
tration is still high (NO3 = 5µM) but that of phosphate is lower than in the509
previous case (PO4 = 0.125µM), leading to a NO3 : PO4 ratio of 40 (test510
case HN-HNP) ; (c) oligotrophic conditions as encountered in most of the Me-511
diterranean Sea (NO3 = 1.25µM , PO4 = 0.0625µM , and NO3 : PO4 = 20,512
test case LN-LNP)) (d) oligotrophic conditions with a strong phosphorous513
depletion (NO3 = 1.25µM , PO4 = 0.0313µM , and NO3 : PO4 = 40, test514
case LN-HNP).515

Water buckets of 2.5 l were considered in this scenario. The chemostat516
was characterized by an inflow of water of 0.025 l.d−1 with constant nutrient517
concentrations. Nutrient inflow was temporarily stopped when the level of518
NO3 in the chemostat was higher than 10 µM . The duration of each expe-519
riment was 10 years.520

3.6. Experiments on competitive pressure on ML food (TS6)521
The invasive ctenophore ML has a strong reputation as a threat to fish522

stocks. Negative consequences for zooplanktivorous fish due to ML predation523
impact on the zooplankton have been observed in various ecosystems (Wag-524
gett and Costello 1999 Shiganova & Bulgakova, 2000 ; Kideys & Romanova525
2001 ; Purcell et al. 2001 ; Shiganova et al. 2001, Madesen & Riisgard, 2010,526
Gucu et al., 2002).527

Scenario TS6 aims aims to identify the competitive impact on copepods528
by ML competitors, including a small pelagic fish, on the food-web dynamics,529
and specifically on that of ML. This is done through the specific quadratic530
mortality rate fmqZ (Appendix B, Table 2 in Alekseenko et al, 2014), which531
implicitly represents in the model the level of competitive pressure exerted532
on copepods. Three different values of fmqZ of copepods have been used, na-533
mely 3·10−8, 6·10−8 and 9·10−8 l.ind−1.s−1, which respectively correspond to534
the test cases referred to as LFP (same as VT case), MFP and HFP test535
cases. Higher fmqZ values correspond to higher competitive pressure on cope-536
pods, thus to stronger competition between other organisms and ML for the537
available food. This could also be seen as higher fish recruitment or lower538
fishing catchment. Here we do not take into account a case when ML itself539
exerts a pressure on fish eggs and larvae, which could happen in nature un-540
der some special conditions, as discussed by Cowan & Houde (1993). This541
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scenario again mimics a microcosm experiment for which temperature and542
light forcings describe the same seasonal cycles as those given by eq. 10 and543
11 respectively. The duration of each experiment was 36 months.544

4. Results545

Results obtained from the scenarios described in section 3 are presented546
in this section in separate subsections for each scenario.547

4.1. Effective functional response experiment (TS1 results)548
Eleven numerical experiments were run to calculate the effective (i.e. si-549

mulated) functional responses at steady state and compare them to the theo-550
retical one (Fig.4). These experiments enable us to verify that the simulated551
feeding rates produce a functional response which is similar to the theoreti-552
cal one used in the model. The model also delivers the functional response553
expressed in terms of biomass (molC.ind−1.h−1), which is a function of the554
prey carbon content. Red dotted lines in Fig. 4 show the envelope of possible555
functional responses when the prey carbon relative quota varies from 0% to556
100%. For instance, the model predicts a feeding rate of 2.7 ind.ind−1.h−1557
when the copepod abundance equals 50 ind.l−1. This corresponds to a fee-558
ding rate expressed in carbon biomass varying from 0.7 10−6 to 1.8 10−6559
molC.ind−1.h−1, depending on the nutritional status of copepods.560

In Fig. 4b, the nutrition rate at Z=250 ind.l−1 with Qmin
C (which approxi-561

mately reaches the saturation rate for Qmin
C ) is equivalent to the nutrition562

rate at Z=25 ind.l−1 with the Qmean
C (slightly above half-saturation rate for563

Qmean
C ) and at Z=12 ind.l−1 with Qmax

C (slightly below the half-saturation564
rate for Qmax

C ).565
Fig.4c shows the functional response for different prey biomasses (i.e. for566

different combinations of prey abundance times internal C quota). From this567
figure, it is seen that ML feeding depends on the quality of the encountered568
prey. For example, for a given prey biomass of 7.5 · 10−5 molC.l−1 and a569
given ML ingestion rate (in ind.ind−1.h−1), a variety of ML feeding rates (in570
molC.ind−1.h−1) could be calculated, ranging from 1.05·10−6 molC.ind−1.h−1571
when preys have an internal carbon quota of 0%, to 2.4 ·10−6 molC.ind−1.h−1572
for preys with a carbon internal content equal to 100%. Thus, the richer are573
the prey (i.e. when their internal quota is high), the higher is the ingestion574
rate in molC.ind−1.h−1.575
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4.2. Impact of diet on ML population growth and dynamics (TS2 results)576
TS2a numerical experiments consider ML predation on copepod prey577

fixed at a given abundance level. Corresponding results are summarized in578
Fig. 5 and Table 4. Time evolution in ML abundance and carbon relative579
quota (Q̃C ) delivered by TS2a simulations are shown in Fig. 5. Starting with580
an initial cohort of immature ML adults fed with different copepod prey le-581
vels, ML individuals reach the mature adult stage (i.e. when Q̃C ≥ 0% , cf582
section 2.4.2) after periods of time (trep in Table 4) varying from 12.2 hours583
(for the prey level of 250 ind.l−1) to 129 h (for the prey level of 5 ind.l−1). The584
abundance of the ML cohorts over the simulation initially decreases (Fig.5d)585
as long as the individual Q̃C is negative, which lasts for a longer or shorter586
time depending on the food level, and then increases as soon as reproduction587
occurs and exceeds the mortality rate.588

The prey level of 2.5 ind.l−1 does not allow any positive population589
growth. In this case, reproduction never occurs, since ML’s Q̃C remains ne-590
gative until the end of simulation ( Q̃C decreases down to -8.5%). This means591
that its internal quota QC is below Qmin

C due to higher carbon losses (asso-592
ciated with respiration, excretion and mortality) than carbon gains obtained593
through grazing.594

The abundance of the ML population reached at the end of the simulation595
(i.e. when steady state is reached) increases with copepod prey abundance596
through an asymptotic law, reaching after 12 weeks a maximum value near597
1.4 ind.l−1 with a carbon internal quota of 41% (Fig.6).598

Table4 summarizes model results of TS2a through the three indicators,599
namely trep and SGR, previously defined (see section 2.3), and FlQ. The term600
FlQ = (1 − σ)Qmin

C /trep corresponds to the carbon quantity accumulated in601
immature ML adults before reaching the mature adult stage. It is equivalent602
to the time-integrated balance of all simulated carbon fluxes (feeding - res-603
piration - excretion - mortality - quadratic mortality) of ML. FlQ is positive604
beyond a food prey level of 5 ind.l−1, and increases with food abundance. The605
SGR, which can also be interpreted as the number of new (immature) ML606
individuals per adult and per hour, increases with prey level and reaches 18.3607
% per hour when food availability is 250 ind.l−1. According to the model, in608
the Mediterranean where copepod abundance ranges from 2.5 to 10 ind.l−1,609
ML SGR is up to 0.0105 per hour, i.e. 25.2 % per day.610

Fig. 7 shows the temporal dynamics over one year of ML carbon quota611
and abundance for a constant carbon biomass of copepods equal to 7.5 · 10−5612
molC.l−1. From this figure, it can be seen that, for the same food biomass,613
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different dynamics of ML abundance and ML quotas can be calculated ac-614
cording to the carbon quota of copepods. The test with the lowest copepod615
abundance (but the richest carbon quota) leads to the highest ML abundance616
as well as the highest carbon quota (Fig.7).617

Conversely, the test with the highest copepod abundance (but with the618
lowest quota) leads to the lowest ML abundances and lowest ML quotas. The619
difference between these two extreme cases is significant : ML abundances620
at steady state differ by around 42% and ML internal carbon quota by 25%.621
The time necessary to reach steady state also varies according to the quality622
of the food, from about 6 months for the carbon-poorest copepods to about623
4 months for the carbon-richest copepods.624

From Fig.8 it can be seen how the SGR of mature and immature ML vary625
with temperature and food concentration (Figs.8a-b) and with Q10 (Fig.8c),626
thereby allowing to estimate an envelope where SGR varies depending on627
these conditions. Figs.8a-b show estimations of SGR depending on the tem-628
perature conditions. It can be seen that for a given temperature, SGR of im-629
mature ML is always 20-40% higher than SGR of mature ML. This difference630
between SGR of mature and immature ML is decreasing with temperature631
increase. In both cases (for mature and immature ML, Fig.8a and Fig.8b)632
SGR is increasing with temperature. For mature ML, SGR varies from 0.1633
d−1(at 11oC) to 0.39 d−1(at 26oC), for the immature ML - it is from 0.16634
d−1(at 11oC) to 0.55 d−1(at 26oC). SGR increases with food increase.635

Another temperature-related parameter impacting ML physiology is Q10.636
For the experiment TS2c with the highest temperature and food concen-637
tration (green triangles on Figs.8a-b), we studied the impact of Q10 among638
values within the range 1.5-3 : for the food concentration of 200 ind.l−1 with639
Q̃C=100% and a temperature of 26oC. This figure shows that there is a cor-640
relation between Q10 and SGR. SGR of immature ML is higher than SGR of641
mature ML.642

4.3. Starvation experiment (TS3 results)643
In scenario TS3 (Fig. 8), we analyze ML individual and population res-644

ponses to different starvation periods (from 1 to 12 weeks), followed by food645
replenishment at three different constant abundances : 10 ind.l−1 , 5 ind.l−1646
and 2.5 ind.l−1 (the internal carbon quota of copepods is the same in all647
experiments Q̃C = 50%). For the three food levels, ML carbon relative quota648
(Q̃C) decreases as long as starvation lasts (Fig. 8a, c and e). From food reple-649
nishment time, Q̃C increases up to a stationary value, similar for a given food650
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level whatever the starvation duration, but which varies with this food level :651
13.5% for Z=10 ind.l−1, 5.2% for Z=5 ind.l−1 and -8.5% for Z=2.5 ind.l−1652
(respectively Fig. 8 a, 8c and 8e). It is worth noting that the increase in ML’s653
Q̃C after food reintroduction is all the more rapid in that food level is high654
(Fig. 8a, c and e). During the first week of starvation, the initial reserves of655
ML individuals allows the maintenance of a positive Q̃C , and ML population656
abundance still increases. Beyond this period, Q̃C becomes negative and re-657
production stops. Consequently, ML population abundance decreases as long658
as starvation continues, and even after (Fig. 8b, d and f). When food is rein-659
troduced (at time t1) after the starvation period, the ML population does660
not respond immediately and ML abundance still decreases as long as Q̃C661
is negative. As soon as Q̃C becomes positive (at time t2), ML reproduction662
restarts, and ML population abundance increases again. Table 5 summarizes663
the time delays (t2 − t1) between food introduction and the beginning of664
ML population reproduction, for the two highest levels of food abundance665
for which Q̃C reach positive values after food reintroduction. This time de-666
lay non-linearly increases with the starvation duration following a saturation667
curve and decreases with the level of food (results not shown).668

For the starvation experiments with the highest food levels (10 and 5669
ind.l−1 in Fig. 8b, and d), the time to recover the initial conditions of po-670
pulation abundance is much longer than the starvation duration, whatever671
this duration. Moreover, the slope of the population increase after food re-672
plenishment is rather constant whatever the starvation history, but increases673
with the food level. For the highest food abundance (i.e. 10 ind.l−1, Fig.9b),674
the increase in ML population reaches more or less rapidly a plateau (10675
ind.l−1), depending on the starvation duration. In the experiment with the676
lowest food level (2.5 ind.l−1), the population continues to decrease even after677
food reintroduction (Fig.9f).678

4.4. 0D microcosm experiments (TS4 results)679
Results relative to the temperature impact on the modeled food-web (see680

Fig.2), and especially on ML and copepods, are shown in Fig.10. During the681
simulation, the lower trophic levels (from bacteria to microzooplankton) were682
abundant throughout the simulated period and biomass concentrations were683
not significantly affected by the higher trophic levels (results not shown).684
The carbon relative quota (Q̃C ) of copepod was always close to 100%, the-685
reby revealing the absence of C-limitation during the simulation (results not686
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shown). Hence it can be considered that during these experiments, copepod687
and ML were in rich carbon conditions.688

Fig.10 shows the 10-year dynamics of copepod and ML abundances and689
of ML Q̃C , for the three cases presented in section 3.4 (i.e. CT, VT, and VT-690
HT). When temperature has no impact on ML process rates (case CT), the691
dynamics of copepods and ML are quasi-periodic, with a period that seems692
to increase with time. For this experiment, the copepod abundance varies693
in the range 0.5-5.5 ind.l−1 (this also corresponds to the NW Mediterranean694
copepod range). For ML, its Q̃C is in the range -35 – 15% and its abundance695
varies between 5 · 10−7 and 16 ind.l−1.696

During the first three years, the dynamics simulated by the two experi-697
ments in which temperature impacts ML process rates (i.e. VT and VT-HT698
cases) are quite similar, but they significantly differ from the CT case. These699
dynamics do not reveal any periodicity and seem to be chaotic. After three700
years of simulation, the patterns provided by VT and VT-HT cases begin to701
differentiate. From year 5, the difference in terms of amplitude and frequency702
of the abundance signals becomes very significant.703

According to Fig.10b, when copepod abundance drops below ∼ 2 ind.l−1704
(we recall that the copepod carbon content is maximum throughout the705
simulation), ML Q̃C becomes negative, thereby increasing ML mortality (see706
for example, the second half of the first year). This phenomenon is more or707
less pronounced over the course of the 10 years of simulation (see for example708
the very strong decrease in ML observed during the second half of the 7th709
year for the VT case).710

For the three cases, the lower the abundance of copepods, the lower ML711
Q̃C is. It can also be seen that the higher ML mortality, the stronger ML712
abundance decline is, and the longer the period of ML recovery is after co-713
pepod stock replenishment. The period of ML recovery can last from 1 to714
2 years (see for example, between years 1 and 2 for VT and VT-HT cases,715
or between years 7 and 9 for VT case, where ML abundance is below 10-20716
ind.l−1, which can be considered as if ML was absent from the ecosystem).717

Such successions of ML presence/absence induce shifts between food-718
webs-with-ML to food-webs-without-ML, thereby impacting copepod dyna-719
mics. In these cases, top down pressure dominates bottom up pressure. As an720
example, the strong increase in ML abundance between years 6 and 7 for the721
VT case emptied the copepod stock (Fig.10), leading, in turn, to the decline722
in ML abundance down to 1 · 10−37 ind.l−1. After such a predator-prey cycle,723
it took almost two years for copepods to recover their initial abundance value724
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and almost three years for ML.725
In order to see whether these different abundance dynamics lead to effec-726

tive differences in terms of ML productivity, accumulated fluxes correspon-727
ding to the number of new individuals per liter (population growth) produced728
during the simulated period have been calculated. The temporal variations of729
these fluxes (i.e. accumulated abundances) as well as those of ML instanta-730
neous abundance are presented in Fig.10e for the three experiments. During731
the simulation, the three tests produce quite similar accumulated fluxes, cha-732
racterized by stepping curves. The three curves remain interlaced over the733
whole simulation, without any noticeable difference between them.734

4.5. Nutrient ratio experiments (TS5 results)735
Four different combinations of NO3 and PO4 concentrations (HN-LNP,736

HN-HNP, LN-LNP and LN-HNP, cf section 3.5) in nutrient inflow have been737
used in these experiments, that mimic a laboratory test in chemostat (Fig.11).738
Note that HN-LNP and VT (see Fig.10) simulations are performed with the739
same initial conditions and parameter values, except that VT simulation is740
not in "chemostat mode" (no nutrient inflow occurs during the simulation).741

Fig. 10 shows that the ML population peaks systematically following co-742
pepod peaks in all cases except LN-HNP (see below). However, the intensities743
of copepod and ML peaks are not correlated (see, for example, the quite si-744
milar ML peaks in years 3 and 4 which follow copepod peaks of different745
intensities). The delay between the maximum values of successive copepod746
and ML peaks ranges between 40-150 days, depending on ML Q̃C (see star-747
vation test TS2).748

In the two cases of high nitrate (HN-LNP and HN-HNP where NO3 =749
5µM), relatively small differences between results are observed during the750
first 4.5 years of simulation (Fig.11). Afterwards, these two simulations be-751
have differently, showing shifted oscillations.752

By contrast, for low NO3 level (1.25µM), the experiments with low and753
high NO3 : PO4 ratios (i.e. LN-LNP and LN-HNP) reveal strong differences754
from the beginning of the simulation. In the condition LN-HNP, copepod755
population first decreases and takes about 4 years to recover its initial abun-756
dance, while ML takes about 9 years to recover. For the LN-LNP condition,757
copepod and ML abundances deliver a quasi-periodic dynamic (around 3-758
year period).759

Fig.11a and b also show that ML decrease is stronger when copepod levels760
are below 2 ind.l−1. The highest ML blooms (0.25-0.3 ind.l−1) are observed761
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for the highest copepod levels (closer to 5.5 ind.l−1), followed by a rapid762
decline of copepod stocks. When copepod levels are close to 0 ind.l−1, ML763
rapidly decline in all the TS5 test cases. Accumulated abundances calculated764
for the HN cases are very similar (interlaced curves). By contrast, LN cases765
provide very different curves. For the LN-LNP case, accumulated abundance766
is always lower than that of HN cases while it is nearly zero until year 9 in767
the LN-HNP case.768

4.6. Competitive predation experiments (TS6 results)769
The impact of competitive predation in the modeled food-web is shown770

in Fig.12. In these experiments, we investigate the impact of competitive771
predation (implicitly represented in the model, see section 3.6) on copepods772
and ML dynamics. The copepod abundance dynamics is highly impacted by773
this parameter.774

The lowest competitive predation rate case (LFP test case) induces high775
fluctuations in the dynamics of copepods, allowing abundance values to be776
reached as high as 5.5-6 ind.l−1 and as low as nearly 0 ind.l−1. By contrast,777
the copepod abundance remains nearly constant (around 2 ind.l−1) for the778
highest predation rate case (HFP test case) and fluctuate between 1 and 3779
ind.l−1 for the intermediate case (MFP test case).780

Competitive predation rate also impacts ML dynamics. In all experiments781
ML survives, but shows more fluctuating abundances (including stronger782
blooms) when competitive predation rate is low. The more predation by783
other organisms and fish on copepods increases, the weaker are amplitudes784
of ML abundance fluctuations, thereby reducing outbreak occurrences.785

5. Discussion786

Model skill assessment787
To be helpful for the understanding of various characteristics of ML po-788

pulation dynamics observed in nature, under specific conditions, the model789
had first to be assessed. These characteristics include the duration and the790
frequency of ML outbursts, the orders of magnitude and the maximum am-791
plitude of ML abundances, and the rate of ML population increase.792

It was first found both for observations (from various ecosystems including793
ML native and non-native) and in our model simulations that ML outbursts794
do not last more than 2-3 months (Shiganova et al, 2011, Boero et al., 2013,795
Lukas et al., 2011, Purcell et al., 2001). Moreover, as a first approximation,796
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model outputs from the 3-month long experiments with imposed constant797
food for ML (test series TS2) can be compared to ML observations from798
various ecosystems where ML is established.799

In the ML native ecosystem of Narragansett Bay, over 2.5 months per800
year, ML blooms with average abundances reaching about 10−2 - 10−1 ind.l−1801
can be observed, associated with average zooplankton concentrations in this802
area in the range 10-100 ind.l−1 (Costello et al., 2012). For such food levels,803
the model calculates ML abundances in a consistent but wider range (10−3 -804
1 ind.l−1, see Fig.5c). According to the model, in ML non-native ecosystems805
with average copepod concentrations below 3 ind.l−1, characterizing oligo-806
trophic offshore waters of the Mediterranean Sea, ML has no possibility of807
blooming, since its physiological demands are much higher than the available808
food (see light blue curve on the Fig.5c). This is in agreement with several in809
situ studies (Ghabooli et al., 2013, CIESM, 2014, Fuentes et al., 2010), sho-810
wing that ML was not found in such areas. If we consider the Mediterranean811
coastal areas, which are much richer in zooplankton, with concentrations hi-812
gher than 10 ind.l−1, the simulated ML abundance is in the order of 10−3813
ind.l−1 (see magenta curve in Fig.5c and lines for higher food concentration).814
This order of magnitude of ML abundance can also be found, for example,815
in the Black Sea in recent years (Shiganova et al., 2018) and in the Sea816
of Marmara (Isinibilir et al., 2004). For the highest food concentration of817
25-250 ind.l−1, simulated ML abundance is in the range 5·10−2 - 1 ind.l−1818
(Fig.5c) ; this is in agreement with ML abundances measured in the Black819
Sea, Azov Sea and Caspian Sea (Shiganova, personal communication). In820
conclusion, our model could reproduce the orders of magnitude of ML abun-821
dances observed in various ecosystems differing by their eutrophisation and822
zooplankton levels.823

Modeled SGR values can also be compared to the measured ones in dif-824
ferent studies (Reeve et al., 1989, Purcell et al., 2001, Finenko et al., 2000,825
2006, Larson, 1985). The values of SGR found by these authors are quite826
different, mainly due to the specific experimental conditions, such as (i) im-827
posed copepod levels (in Reeve et al., 1989 and Purcell et al., 2001, the levels828
are the same : 20, 50, 100 and 200 ind.l−1 ; in Finenko et al., 1995, the levels829
are in the range 60-100 ind.l−1.), (ii) temperature conditions (in Reeve et al.,830
1989 and Purcell et al., 2001, it is 26oC ; in Finenko et al., 2006 11oC and831
14oC.), (iii) ML age/size chosen for the experiment (in Reeve et al., 1989,832
it corresponds to mature ML, in Purcell et al., 2001 - to immature ML ; in833
Finenko et al., 2006 - to mature and immature ML), (iv) ML taken from834
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different locations (from Narragansett Bay in Reeve et al., 1989 and Purcell835
et al., 2001, from the Black Sea in Finenko et al, 2000, and from the Caspian836
Sea in Finenko et al, 2006), and also (v) water container sizes chosen for ex-837
periment and conversion parameters (from carbon biomass, wet weight, dry838
weight, etc).839

The values of SGR estimated in these experiments are within the range of840
0.43-0.87 d−1 - for immature ML at the highest temperature (at 26oC) (Pur-841
cell et al., 2001, corresponding to copepod abundance range 20-200 ind.l−1)842
and in the range of 0.23-0.34 d−1 for the same food quantities for mature843
ML (Reeve et al., 1989, Purcell et al., 2001) ; for the lower temperatures844
(11-14oC), values of SGR are around 0.07 d−1 (Finenko et al., 2006, in the845
Caspian Sea). Larson (1985) estimated SGR of ML in natural waters (in846
different waters of U.S.) in the range 0.1-0.3 d−1 (see his Table 4).847

TS2c numerical experiments were designed to take into account all these848
conditions, not only for model skill assessment through comparison with data,849
but for a better understanding of the impact of each of these factors on ML850
SGR. Food and temperature are known to have the greatest impact on ML851
dynamics (Costello et al., 2012). Temperature impacts ML exponentially852
(through the Q10-function), where the Q10-function is a function of tempe-853
rature and Q10 parameter, which is estimated in situ.854

Modeled SGR shown in Figs.8a-b with Q10=1.5 gave an SGR range of855
0.1-0.39 d−1 for mature ML and of 0.16-0.55 d−1 - for immature SGR, both856
increasing with temperature and food concentration. These values are within857
the same order of magnitude as the measured SGR, but slightly underesti-858
mated for the highest temperature when compared to the measured tempe-859
ratures given in Reeve et al. (1989) and Purcell et al. (2001). In order to860
go further, we performed additional numerical experiments for the highest861
food concentration and temperature with varying Q10 values (Fig.8c). Fig.8c862
shows that the modelled SGR is highly dependent on Q10. SGR is increased863
from 0.39 d−1 to 0.92 d−1 for mature ML, and from 0.55 d−1 to 1.1 d−1 for864
immature ML when Q10 varies from 1.5 to 3. The range of modeled SGR865
with varying Q10 is wider, and it now includes the values found by Reeve et866
al. (1989) and Purcell et al. (2001).867

Few long term observations of ML exist (Purcell et al. 2001), mainly868
along the East coast of North America, in the Narragansett Bay (Beaulieu869
et al., 2013) and in the Chesapeake Bay (Miller, 1974 ; Purcell et al. 2001),870
and in the Black sea (Shiganova, 2001 ; Kideys et al., 2000, Finenko et al.,871
2013). If well settled ML populations in deep bays appear every year, obser-872
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vations in coastal or oceanic areas show irregular peaks of abundances both873
in frequency and intensity. CIESM (2015) mentions that the winter biology874
of ML is a key parameter to understand population dynamics, as it does not875
present benthic resting stages (Rapoza et al., 2005 ; Boero et al. 2008). Its876
survivability is due to its good resistance to long term starvation combined877
with an ability to restore growth and reproduction as soon as conditions are878
favorable. As ML is able to self-fertilize (Baker & Reeve 1974 ; Sasson &879
Ryan, 2016), extremely low densities of individuals may not affect reproduc-880
tion capabilities, whereas small-sized individuals are able to mobilize matter881
for reproduction (Finenko et al., 2006 ; Jaspers et al., 2011). Therefore, a882
population reserve with extremely low-density of small individuals might be883
the seed of later new population outbreaks ; probably in successive phases884
of population growth, when water temperature and resource abundances al-885
low out-crossing reproduction and large-sized spawning individuals (Costelo886
et al. 2006 ; Sasson and Ryan, 2016). Several features of our long term si-887
mulations (see our Fig. 10) reproduce observed biological patterns of ML888
dynamics. One property of our model is its capacity to reproduce such popu-889
lation dynamics variations (outbreaks and disappearance) without changing890
the parametrization of physiological and demographic processes. Although891
our seasonal pattern of temperature was a regular forcing function, the inter-892
actions between plankton dynamics and ML population induced chaotic-like893
dynamics of outbreaks. Moreover, our model seems able to reproduce the894
general properties characterizing ML peaks of abundances as observed in va-895
rious ecosystems, such as the 2-3 months duration of such peaks, the order896
of magnitude of ML abundances found in native and non-native ML ecosys-897
tems. Our simulations suggest that the match or mismatch with the prey,898
and the high SGR and reproduction rates, increased at high temperatures,899
are the main factors inducing ML outbreaks. Conversely, long phases of near-900
absence of simulated ML individuals are due to a collapse of ML population901
followed by several years needed to recover a sufficient stock to make possible902
new outbreaks when matching with a planktonic prey production phase.903

Finally, other factors liable to strongly modify ML outbreaks that are904
not taken into account in our study are coastal hydrographic retention of905
individuals, mainly during winter time (Kremer & Nixon, 1976 ; Beaulieu et906
al., 2013 ; Costello et al, 2012), and the presence of ML predators such as907
Beroe ovata (Shiganova et al., 2001).908

Functional response and reproduction function909
The functional response is an essential specific life trait conditioning many910
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aspects of the species survival and prosperity ML functional response is the911
first factor that has been investigated in this paper aiming at improving our912
understanding of the conditions favoring ML development and outbreaks.913
First, it must be noted that there is a general confusion in the definition and914
use of the concept of functional response (which can be expressed either in915
abundance or in biomass). The initial concept (ref : Holling cf paper Capparoy916
& Carlotti, 1996) deals with numbers of ingested prey vs individual prey917
concentrations, but biogeochemical models usually use a mass currency, i.e.918
ingested mass of prey vs prey biomass concentrations (Carlotti & Poggiale,919
2010). An interesting property of the model used in this study is that it920
allows to delivery of the functional response in all possible combinations of921
units with prey density expressed either in individual abundance or biomass922
concentration per liter, and feeding rate in abundance or biomass of consumed923
prey per predator per unit time (see Fig 4).924

Generally, the variations in the functional response types are attributed925
to (i) the prey species composition, (ii) the range of size (or stage) of prey926
and predators and the associated swimming behavior, (iii) the patchiness927
and/or the relative densities of prey and predators and any environmental928
parameter affecting patchiness, since these factors are considered to modify929
the different parameters of the functional responses (i.e. attack rate, handling930
time, satiation, see for instance Capparoy & Carlotti, 1996 for details). In931
addition to all these factors, this study higlights the importance of the nu-932
tritional status of prey when handling functional responses where relatively933
lower concentrations of prey can be compensated by high nutritional values,934
as shown in Fig. 4.935

Fig. 4 also shows that to a given functional response expressed in abun-936
dance (available prey and consumed prey) corresponds an infinity of func-937
tional responses in biomass located in an envelope that is generated by all938
the possible nutritional states of prey. The same conclusion could be drawn939
for a given functional response expressed in biomass, which can correspond940
to a variety of functional responses expressed in terms of prey abundances,941
according to the nutritional quality of the prey (up to a tenfold increase or942
decrease in the present example).943

Furthermore, the shape of the functional response expressed in biomass944
(here type 2, Fig. 4b) is identical to that of the functional response expressed945
in abundances (Fig. 4a) because a constant quota of carbon has been conside-946
red for each simulation. When the prey quota varies in addition to abundance947
(which is a realistic situation), the shape of the functional response expressed948
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in biomass can be of any other type because the values of ingestion rate may949
fall anywhere between the two envelopes. All this suggests that a full charac-950
terization of the functional response requires the experimental determination951
of two functional responses : one expressed in terms of individual abundances952
and the other in terms of biomass.953

In the NW Mediterranean, the average copepod abundance range is ge-954
nerally below 10 ind.l−1, more often in the range 1-2 ind.l−1 in the open sea955
(e.g. Nowaczyk et al., 2011 ; Donoso et al., 2017 both using 120 µm mesh size956
nets), with generally higher values on shelves and coastal zones (Espinasse957
et al., 2014, 2017). In this range of prey abundance, ML functional response958
is almost linear (type I), varying from 0 to 1 ind.ind−1.h−1 and from 0 to959
0.6 molC.ind−1.h−1 (Fig.4b). This suggests that ML generally starves in the960
NW Mediterranean Sea due to low food concentrations in oceanic waters.961
However, ML ingestion rate increases rapidly in the food range 10-50 ind.l−1.962
This could explain ML’s establishment in more productive Mediterranean963
littoral regions and coastal lagoons (Fuentes et al. 2010 ; Delpy et al, 2016,964
Shiganova et al, 2014, Pitois & Shiganova, CIESM, 2015). In the first part of965
the curve (Fig.4), the functional response slope is steep, and therefore preda-966
tion on copepods is very strong relative to their abundance : the percentage967
of ingested copepods per hour correspond to 10% of the population when968
the abundance of copepods is low, while this percentage drops to 1.7% when969
the abundance of copepods is high. This may explain sudden switchovers970
(stiff dynamics) between populations of copepods and ML obtained at low971
copepod concentrations obtained in experiments TS3-TS5 (Figs. 9-11).972

Impact of the prey quality on ML ingestion rate and ML dyna-973
mics974

Fig.4c shows that for a given prey biomass (i.e. for different combinations975
of prey abundance times prey internal C quota), the richer the prey (i.e. the976
higher the internal quota), the higher the ingestion rate (in molC.ind−1.h−1)977
is. This suggests that ML feeding highly depends on the quality of the encoun-978
tered prey. As a consequence, ML dynamics also depends on the nutritional979
quality of prey. An important result is that for a given fixed available prey980
biomass, ML abundance is maximum for the prey of richest nutritional values981
(see Fig.7). In the TS2 scenario, we tested the ability of immature ML adults982
to reach the sexual maturity for different fixed food levels. We have found983
that for high level of copepods (5 ind.l−1 and more), ML juveniles take less984
than 1 week to reach their sexual maturity. The food level of 2.5 ind.l−1 is985
critical, since in this case and for lower food concentrations, ML never reach986
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sexual maturity. This is due to the predominance of biomass losses compared987
to gains by predation. Therefore, according to these model results, it could be988
supposed that, in ecosystems with low food conditions (i.e. below 5 ind.l−1),989
ML reproduction is very unlikely to occur. This result is also consistent with990
experimental data showing that at natural prey densities below 4 copepods991
per liter, ML is not satiated (Reeve et al., 1989).992

The model considers two levels of ecological integration : individual and993
population. For a given food level (in TS2 only prey abundance varies but994
not their internal quota), surviving ML individuals reach the same internal995
quota whatever the starvation duration (Fig.9a, c, e), and this quota value996
depends on the food level. In the same way, for a given food level, the ML997
population will reach the same abundance whatever the starvation duration998
(reached beyond the time period presented in Fig.9). However, it can be seen999
that the response to starvation occurs at different time scales depending on1000
the integration level : the stationary quota of ML individuals is reached by1001
survivors after a few weeks, while it takes several months or even years for the1002
ML population to “forget” the starvation period and recover its initial abun-1003
dance value. Finally, the period necessary to reach steady state conditions1004
will increase with the starvation duration.1005

Moreover, for short starvation periods (one week), ML individual and1006
population growths were barely affected by starvation in the case where food1007
recovery is sufficient (i.e. Z equal or higher than 5 ind.l−1, see Fig.9a, c, e).1008
The same phenomenon for short starvation periods have been observed in the1009
laboratory-controlled experiments performed by Jaspers et al. (2015). These1010
authors found that starved ML continue to reproduce for up to 12 days after1011
cessation of feeding, with high overall hatching success of 65–90%.1012

For longer periods of starvation, ML population abundance will be af-1013
fected. This impact is however likely overestimated by the model since, in1014
natural conditions, population response to long term starvation induces new1015
forms of resistance (latency stage, dormancy, etc) which will potentially limit1016
the population mortality.1017

Characteristics of ML dynamics impacting population blooms1018
TS3 scenarios at the scale of one year illustrate that, even under stable1019

environmental (i.e. light and temperature) conditions, depending on the star-1020
vation duration, the ML population will bloom or not in the current year (see1021
Fig.9). This is a supplementary source of irregularity in ML dynamics and1022
in the occurrence of ML outbreaks.1023

In the case of varying environmental conditions through the introduction1024
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of light and temperature seasonal variations (TS4), model results showed1025
that, the more the ML population drop is important, the longer the delay1026
is before it restores (see Fig.10 and the following). The nature of this re-1027
lationship between the minimum value reached by the abundance and the1028
restoring time is worth understanding. As seen in Fig. 9e, near zero values1029
of ML abundance can be interpreted as a total disappearance of ML with1030
the linear scale. Only a logarithmic representation (Fig. 9d) offers a means1031
to highlight differences between those different near zero ML abundances.1032
These low concentrations of ML (below 0.1 ind.m3) are spread over several1033
orders of magnitude (from 10−1 to 10−35 ind.m3). Although these very low1034
abundances are all considered as an absence of ML for any observer, it turns1035
out that they have a major impact on the timing of the reappearance of ML1036
when food conditions become again favorable. In our tests TS4, TS5 and1037
TS6, the duration between two ML ourbreaks can typically vary between 11038
and 3 years (Fig.10d).1039

Forcings impacting ML population growth1040
In this work, three major conditions impacting ML dynamics through the1041

predation pressure on copepods were studied : light irradiance, water tempe-1042
rature, nutrient availability . In the model, only water temperature directly1043
impacts ML physiology, when all forcing conditions impact ML resources1044
(lower trophic levels and/or copepod).1045

Regarding the effect of water temperature, the conclusions are not straight-1046
forward (Fig.10) and depend on the criteria selected for analysis. If the cri-1047
terion is the number of ML bloom occurrences, it is higher in the VT-HT1048
case (9 outbreaks in 10 years) than in the CT (8 outbreak events) and VT1049
(6 outbreaks) cases. This means that an increase in the mean temperature1050
may promote the occurrence of jellyfish outbreaks. Now, if we consider the1051
integrated amounts of jellyfish produced over 10 years (Fig.10), the impact1052
of temperature seems less clear since occurrences of jellyfish in the VT and1053
CT simulations are rare but are compensated by higher amplitudes of the1054
different peaks.1055

The impact of NO3 : PO4 ratio is noticeable at low NO3 concentration1056
since in the corresponding simulations, ML abundance decreases from the1057
beginning of the simulation and for several years (Fig.11b). This long per-1058
iod with lower predation on copepods enables them to grow and reach an1059
abundance level sufficient for the re-occurrence of an ML bloom. Depending1060
on the levels of NO3 and PO4 concentrations, different numbers of blooms1061
occurred : six outbreaks for HN-HNP case, six for the HN-LNP case, three1062
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for the LN-LNP case and only one for the LN-HNP case. For the highest1063
NO3 concentration, the same number of outbreaks is simulated whatever the1064
NO3 : PO4 ratio, while for the lowest NO3 concentration, there are more1065
outbreaks for the low NO3 : PO4 ratio (three outbreaks for LNP against1066
only one for HNP). This could be explained by the fact that in the former1067
case, copepods dynamics are quite similar for HNP and LNP cases (Fig.11a),1068
while in the latter case major changes in the low trophic levels (not shown)1069
significantly impact the dynamics of copepods and thereby that of ML.1070

Competitive implicit grazing pressure exerted on copepods by other orga-1071
nisms than ML, including small pelagic fishes, plays an important role in ML1072
population dynamics : the lowest competitive predation pressure leads to the1073
highest integrated ML population growth over the ten simulated years, and1074
to the alternates of periods with ML disappearance followed by strong blooms1075
over the simulated period. By contrast, for the highest competitive predation,1076
ML abundance remains quite low and constant though with a slight tendency1077
to increase during the ten-year simulation. In short, according to our model,1078
the lowest grazing pressure on copepods (which could correspond to a situa-1079
tion of intensive fishing) produce the highest occurrence and intensity of ML1080
blooms. By contrast, the highest grazing pressure (which could be found for1081
low fishing activity), ML is always present but at very low concentrations.1082

Unlike for previous experiments (TS4 and TS5), ML accumulated abun-1083
dances are clearly different in the three simulations of experiment TS6. This1084
is due to the fact that the total pressure (ML + other organisms) exerted1085
on copepods is approximately constant, and that an increase in one of these1086
two pressures necessarily reduces the other pressure. Copepod grazing by1087
ML is indeed higher when the pressure exerted by other organisms is lo-1088
wer, resulting in higher ML abundances. According to our simulations, the1089
forcing with the greatest influence on ML dynamics is that of competitive1090
grazing pressure on copepods (which could be a proxy of fishing pressure),1091
since it significantly impacts not only the frequency of ML outbreaks, but1092
the accumulated population growth of ML over 10 years.1093

Similar conclusions have been drawn by Gucu et al. (2002) using different1094
sources of observations from the Black Sea. They conclude that overfishing1095
plays a crucial role in the successful development of ML, by emptying the1096
ecological niche occupied by small pelagic fishes, and allowing gelatinous com-1097
petitors to re-inhabit. The zooplankton fish pathway was blocked by heavy1098
fishing pressure in the 1980s in the Black Sea, so the flow of excess biological1099
material was diverted, to a large extent, in favor of gelatinous organisms,1100
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including ML. As a consequence, the fish compartments were remarkably1101
reduced. Based on field data and the relevant literature in the Black Sea,1102
Shiganova & Bulgakova (2000) also discussed the dramatic effect of ML on1103
fish eggs and larvae, in terms of feeding and stocks. These authors indeed1104
found noticeable changes in fish diet composition in absence of copepods.1105
Moreover, when copepods were not found at all in fish stomachs, fish average1106
length, weight, and fat content were lower, and mortality increased during1107
winter.1108

Observation period : short vs long-term observation periods1109
In Fig. 10, during the first 3-4 years, the effects of the ratio of nutrients1110

are barely perceptible in the cases high NO3 cases (HN). These effects be-1111
come significant after 4 years, not in terms of integrated quantities over the1112
long term, but in terms of short-term amounts and number of bloom events.1113
Shorter simulations could lead us to the conclusion that the NO3 : PO4 ratio1114
has no impact on the food web structure at high NO3, while here it highlights1115
the fact that the impact of this ratio is significant at medium- and long-term1116
only (for example, there is a peak in ML abundance for the low NO3 : PO41117
ratio (LNP) in the 7th year, while there is none for the high NO3 : PO41118
ratio (HNP). This example (and others in this study) shows that long-term1119
simulations are required to study and understand ML population dynamics1120
and successions. This study suggests that the same long-term acquisition1121
is required for in situ observations, and that the frequency of observations1122
should not exceed one month since bloom durations do not last more than1123
2-3 months, as suggested both by in situ observations and our model simu-1124
lations (Shiganova et al, 2011, Boero et al., 2013, Lukas et al., 2011, Purcell1125
et al., 2001). Moreover, it is not only the frequency of occurrence of jelly-1126
fish which needs to be observed, but also the amplitude of these occurrences1127
since, according to this study, the amplitude seems to partly condition the1128
time of the occurrence of the next bloom.1129

Model properties and results compared to previous modelling1130
studies1131

The model presented in this study differs from previous Mnemiopsis1132
models in many aspects : (i) Mnemiopsis population is simply represented1133
through a single variable ; (ii) it is an enhanced flexible-stoichiometry mo-1134
del, since organisms are also represented through individual abundances in1135
addition to their representation through C, N and P concentrations. As a1136
consequence, internal quotas can be calculated, thereby providing a proxy1137
of mean individual weight for ML and other populations ; (iii) a two-way1138
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coupling has been developed with the lower trophic levels from bacteria to1139
mesozooplankton (copepods).1140

Though our model does not include a detailed stage-structured represen-1141
tation of ML as in Salihoglu et al., (2011) or Shiganova et al. (2018) for1142
example, it has proved to provide a realistic description of the main indi-1143
vidual and population properties (SGR, abundances, SPGR, etc.) and to1144
restitute to a certain extent the development of cohort and the rapid popula-1145
tion outbreaks or long-duration disappearance. Moreover, our model allows1146
representation of the dynamics of Mnemiopsis population from seasonal to1147
decanal scales in a variable trophic environment. Most of the parameters1148
for ingestion and metabolic processes are taken from Salihoglu et al. (2011),1149
which itself extensively used information from historical references on Mne-1150
miopsis data and modeling (Kremer, 1976, Kremer & Reeve, 1989). However,1151
the new feature of our model is that it represents the predator-prey functio-1152
nal responses on the basis of densities and not biomass. Thanks to this model1153
capacity, it has been shown, as far as we know for the first time, that for a gi-1154
ven prey biomass, ML population growth will be higher with a lower number1155
of C-rich prey than for a higher number of C-poor prey.1156

Some previous modelling studies have been undertaken in a 3D confi-1157
guration, combining a lagrangian transport of Mnemiopsis at regional scale1158
with food and temperature conditions, forcing a detailed DEB model (van1159
der Molen et al., 2015 ; David et al , 2015). These simulations at regional1160
and seasonal scales are interesting, as they highlight the capability of ML to1161
maintain low population through winter due to low temperature tolerance1162
and starvation. However, such detailed structured population models are not1163
suitable (accounting for computational costs) to explore the long-term dyna-1164
mics along with the interactions with lower trophic levels through a two-way1165
coupling with LTL. Even if the results are not shown in the present paper,1166
the present model has already been run in a 3D regional context in versions1167
including (Alekseenko et al., pers. comm.) or not (Alekseenko et al., 2014 ;1168
Guyennon et al., 2015) the ML compartment.1169

6. Conclusions1170

In the present work, Mnemniopsis leidyi (ML) have been added in the1171
trophic web described by the biogeochemical model Eco3M-MED. With this1172
model, we investigated, through different numerical experiments and scena-1173
rios, the impact of starvation, food availability and quality, temperature,1174
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nutrient availability and ratios and competitive pressure on ML physiology1175
and population growth. After a thorough study of the model properties at the1176
individual and population levels, different scenarios of climate change have1177
been simulated in order to analyze inter-annual variability of this species and1178
the role of environmental parameters impacting these variations.1179

Though academic, the simulated scenarios are indeed helpful in unders-1180
tanding the role of ML physiology and external factors on ML dynamics, and1181
in drawing some hypotheses concerning the environmental windows leading1182
to ML establishment and outbreaks in the natural environments, especially1183
along the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea.1184

Our results firstly show that the required food conditions for ML out-1185
bursts, which involves a combination of food quality and quantity, should1186
mainly be found in the most productive Mediterranean coastal areas and1187
more rarely in the open sea, and that variations in food concentration may1188
induce rapid outburst or collapse of ML populations. Results also indicate1189
that food concentration directly impact reproduction, and that for a given1190
fixed available prey biomass, ML abundance is maximum for the prey with1191
the richest nutritional value.1192

As our model considers two levels of ecological integration, individual1193
and population, it has been shown that the response to starvation or to1194
recovery from starvation after food replenishment occurs at different time1195
scales, depending on the integration level : individuals react immediately1196
to food replenishment, whereas the population’s response depends on the1197
demographic structure, mainly the presence of mature adults.1198

Different global change scenarios have been run in order to analyze inter-1199
annual variability in ML population dynamics (i.e. mainly the intensity and1200
frequency of ML outbreaks), and to identify how key environmental parame-1201
ters impact this variability. When varying some environmental factors (tem-1202
perature, food availability and quality issued from different nutrient ratios,1203
and competitive pressure on ML’s food), ML population dynamics turns out1204
to be rather chaotic, with the strongest ML blooms followed by the deepest1205
population drops. The intensity of the ML population drops during starva-1206
tion periods determines the time lapse before the reappearance of ML when1207
food conditions become favorable again. This could explain the absence of ML1208
during several years in the natural environment. These simulations also high-1209
light that (i) an increase in the mean temperature promotes the occurrence of1210
jellyfish outbreaks, (ii) through its effect on prey quality, the nutrient ratio at1211
the basis of the primary production modifies the outbreaks frequency, mainly1212
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at low nitrate concentrations, and (iii) changes in top-down pressure on ML1213
prey (implicitly representing changes in fishing pressure) impact not only the1214
frequency of the outbreaks, but also the accumulated population growth of1215
ML over a ten-year period, and seems to be the forcing most influencing ML1216
dynamics.1217

Since the conclusions of this work (mainly those relative to ML deve-1218
lopment in rich coastal areas, to the low frequency and non-periodicity of1219
presence-absence cycles,etc.) were derived from an academic study using a1220
0D model, it would be worth checking whether these results would be confir-1221
med in a three-dimensional model accounting for the presence of physical1222
forcings generating spacial patchy prey and predator distributions as well1223
as temporal variations at different scales (day, season, inter-annual, multi-1224
decade,etc.).1225

In addition to these results, this work gives rise to two recommenda-1226
tions : (i) since, according to the nutritional states of prey, a given functional1227
response expressed in abundance corresponds to an infinity of functional res-1228
ponses in biomass, and conversely, a full characterization of the functional1229
response for modelers would require the experimental determination of the1230
functional response in two units : individual abundances and biomass, (ii)1231
due to the low frequency of the ML presence-absence fluctuations, our simu-1232
lations call for long-term (over at least a ten-year periods) observations with1233
a temporal resolution of one month or less.1234
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FIGURES and TABLES1571

Figure 1: Reports of ML blooms in the Mediterranean Sea from Fuentes et al. (2010) -
black symbols - and Kylie and Lucas (2014) and Boero (2009) - red symbols.
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Table 1: Model symbols and parameters for ML. Parameter values have been taken or
estimated from measured data from Salihouglu et al., 2011[1],2013[2] ; Kylie et al., 2009[3],
Madsen & Riisgard, 2010[4] ; Lucas et al., 2011[5]

Symbol Definition Units Value Reference
ML ML abundance ind.l−1

Intracellular contents and growth
Q10 Q10-temperature coefficient - 1.5 [2]
µ̄ maximum specific growth rate s−1 4.62 10−6 [2]
σ proportion of the minimum internal quota in immature adult (see Section 3.2) - 0.85

QmaxC maximum carbon content mol.ind−1 2.58 10−4 [1]
QminC minimum carbon content mol.ind−1 QmaxC /3
QmeanC mean carbon content mol.ind−1 2QminC

QmeanN mean nitrogen content mol.ind−1 QmeanC /QmeanCN

QminN minimum nitrogen content mol.ind−1 QmeanN /2
QmaxN maximum nitrogen content mol.ind−1 3QminN

QmeanP mean phosphate content mol.ind−1 QmeanC /QmeanCP

QminP minimum phosphate content mol.ind−1 QmeanP /2
QmaxP maximum phosphate content mol.ind−1 3QminP

QmeanCN mean C :N ratio in ML. mol.mol−1 4.13 [3,5]
QminCN minimum C :N ratio in ML. mol.mol−1 QminC /QmaxN

QmaxCN maximum C :N ratio in ML. mol.mol−1 QmaxC /QminN

QmeanCP mean C :P ratio in ML. mol.mol−1 99.8
QminCP minimum C :P ratio in ML. mol.mol−1 QminC /QmaxP

QmaxCP maximum C :P ratio in ML. mol.mol−1 QmaxC /QminP

Feeding
F clearance rate (prey1) l ind−1 s−1 5.28 10−5 [4]
Imax max. ingestion rate (prey1) ind ind−1 s−1 0.00103 [4]
α1 proportion of Z ingested by ML juveniles 0.8
α2 proportion of CIL ingested by ML juveniles 0.2

Mortality
km specific natural mortality rate s−1 5.787 10−8 [2]
A constant in mortality function s−1 3.87 · 10−10

kmq specific quadratic mortality rate l.ind−1.s−1 10−7

Respiration and excretion
rm respiration-excretion rate s−1 2.89 10−7

ri respiration rate for ingestion demands - 0.2

Table 2: List of functions used to describe ML physiology in the model.

Symbol Definition Unit
fµ Specific growth rate s−1

fgz
ML Specific feeding rate of z by ml s−1

fgjuv Specific feeding rate during juvenile stages s−1

fm Specific natural mortality rate s−1

fmq Specific quadratic mortality rate (implicit feeding) l.ind−1.s−1

f resp Specific respiration rate s−1

fXexcr Specific excretion rate s−1

hQX Quota function for element X among C, N and P -
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Figure 2: In grey – conceptual scheme of the biogeochemical model for the NW Medi-
terranean Sea (Eco3M-MED, Alekseenko et al. 2014) implemented in the Eco3M tool ;
in red - additional variables and processes : namely one functional group of carnivorous
gelatinous plankton and associated processes, and two new variables expressing N and P
contents in mesozooplankton.

Table 3: Forcings taken into account in the modelling scenarios. ∗calc - means dynamically
calculated by the biogeochemical model including the low trophic levels.

Scenario day/night seasonal seasonal temperature copepod batch (B)-
light variation light variation variation abundance chemostat (C)

TS1 YES NO NO fixed B
TS2 YES NO NO fixed B
TS3 YES NO NO fixed B
TS4 YES YES YES ∗calc B
TS5 YES YES YES calc C
TS6 YES YES YES calc B
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Figure 3: Physiological processes undertaken by ML and taken into account in the model.

Table 4: Test series TS2a. Synthesis of simulated experiments with final values of three
indicators : trep, FlQ and SPGR. trep : time necessary to reach the adult stage mature
for reproduction ; FlQ : mean ML carbon accumulation rate over trep ; SPGR : specific
population growth rate (in h−1) between the 8th and the 12th week depending on the
available copepod abundance (Z in ind.l−1) of 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 100 and 250 ind.l−1 with
copepod Q̃C equal to 50% and Q̃N = Q̃P = 100%.

Copepod abundance (Z) Copepod Carbon trep FlQ SPGR

with Q̃C = 50%(ind.l−1) biomass (molC.l−1) (h) (molC.ind−1.h−1) (h−1)
2.5 1.25 10−6 - - −4.77 10−4

5 2.5 10−6 129 1 10−7 0.0022
10 5 10−6 47 2.75 10−7 0.0105
25 1.25 10−5 23 5.61 10−7 0.0505
100 5 10−5 14.4 8.96 10−7 0.1431
250 1.25 10−4 12.2 1.06 10−6 0.1830
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Figure 4: Test series TS1. Functional response for ML depending on the prey (i.e. co-
pepod, Z) abundance and biomass. (a) Magenta crosses : values of simulated ingestion
rate (in ind.ind−1.h−1) at steady state for the 9 food level experiments (in ind.l−1) for
copepods with Q̃C equal to 50%. Dotted blue line corresponds to the theoretical functional
response for ML predation (Eq.2), (b and c) Magenta crosses : values of ingestion rate (in
molC.ind−1.h−1) at steady state for the 9 food level experiments (in ind.l−1) for copepod
with Q̃C equals to 50%. Brawn diamonds : values of ingestion rate (in molC.ind−1.h−1) at
steady state for the highest food level experiment (in ind.l−1) for copepod with Q̃C equals
to 0 and 100% (respectively lower and upper diamonds). Dotted lines : theoretical functio-
nal responses expressed in molC.ind−1.h−1 for different copepod Q̃C values. Dotted blue
line : same as in (a) with copepod Q̃C equal to 50%. but with ingestion rate expressed in
molC.ind−1.h−1). Dotted red lines : with copepod Q̃C equal to 0% (lower dotted red line)
and to 100% (upper dotted red line). Grey vertical line represent three values of copepod
abundance with three different internal Quotas of Carbon chosen in the TS2b test series.

Table 5: Test series TS3. Time delays between the recovery of ML individual feeding
activity and the restart of ML population growth (t2-t1) for the starvation/replenishment
tests with food abundance at 10 ind.l−1 and 5 ind.l−1 presented in Fig.7.

Feeding start t1(weeks) t2 − t1 (days) for two copepod levels
Z=5 ind.l−1 Z=10 ind.l−1

4 17.8 6.5
6 19.3 8.6
8 21.1 9.3
12 22.5 10.5
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Figure 5: Test series TS2a. Temporal dynamics of ML individual carbon relative Q̃C

(a and b) and ML population abundance (c and d) for different constant food levels.
Simulation over 12 weeks (a and c) and zoom during the two first days (b and d). ML
population starts with 1 10−6 ind.l−1 and with individual quotas Q̃C = 50% and Q̃N =
Q̃P = 100% ; Levels of food abundances (Z) : 2.5 (light blue line), 5 (black line), 10
(magenta line), 25 (red line), 100 (blue dotted line) and 250 (blue line) ind.l−1, with
copepod Q̃C equal to 50% and Q̃N = Q̃P = 100%. T=15oC.

Figure 6: Test series TS2a. Synthesis of simulated experiments in constant food condi-
tions : ML abundance (ind.l−1) and Q̃C(%) 12 weeks after the start of simulation depending
on the available copepod abundance (Z in ind.l−1) of 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 100 and 250 ind.l−1

with copepod Q̃C equal to 50% and Q̃N = Q̃P = 100% ; T=15oC.
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Figure 7: Test series TS2b. Temporal dynamics of ML individual carbon relative Q̃C and
ML population abundance for constant copepod Carbon biomass conditions of 7.5 10−5

molC.l−1 depending on the available copepod quantity and quality (ind.l−1) of 250 ind.l−1

with Q̃C=0% (red line), 150 ind.l−1 with Q̃C=50% (green line), and 107.14 ind.l−1 with
Q̃C=100% (blue line). For ML and copepods we consider Q̃N=Q̃P = 100% ; T=15o.

Figure 8: Test series TS2c. Estimation of SGR (d−1) values for mature ML (a) and im-
mature ML (b) depending on the constant copepod abundance in different temperature
conditions, at Q10 = 1.5 ; (c) SGR values for mature and immature ML at constant cope-
pod abundance of 200 ind.l−1 with Q̃C=100% and at the temperature of 26oC depending
on the choice of Q10. Dotted lines show estimated trends for each experiment.
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Figure 9: Test series TS3. Tests on starvation durations followed by food recovery at
different food levels. Temporal dynamics of ML individual carbon relative Q̃C left column)
and ML population abundance (right column) for different food replenishment levels (a
and b : Z=10 ind.l−1, c and d : Z=5 ind.l−1, e and f : Z=2.5 ind.l−1) and for different
starvation durations (blue line : 1 week, green line : 4 weeks, black line : 6 weeks, magenta
line : 8 weeks and red line : 12 weeks). Copepod Q̃C equal to 50% and Q̃N = Q̃P = 100%.
T=15oC. As an example, for the 12 weeks starvation experiment : t1 corresponds to the
starting date of food recovering and ML individual growth recovery and t2 - to the ML
reproduction starting date (Q̃C=0%).
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Figure 10: Test series TS4. Temperature impact on : a) Q10 variaion, b) copepod abun-
dance (Z in ind.l−1), c) ML relative quota of carbon (%), d) ML abundance (ind.l−1) in
log scale and e) ML abundance : instantaneous and accumulated values (ind.l−1). Black
line - no temperature taken into account (CT case), blue line - Tref temperature taken
into account in the physiology of ML (VT case), red line - Tref +2oC temperature taken
into account in the physiology of ML (VT-HT case).
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Figure 11: Test series TS5. Nutrient ratio impact on a) copepod abundance(Z in ind.l−1),
b) ML abundance in log scale in ind.l−1 and c) ML abundance : instantaneous and ac-
cumulated values (ind.l−1). Blue line - NO3=5 µM and NO3 : PO4=20 (HN-LNP case),
black line - NO3=5 µM and NO3 : PO4=40 (HN-HNP case), green line - NO3=1.25
µM and NO3 : PO4=20 (LN-LNP case), red line - NO3=1.25 µM and NO3 : PO4=40
(LN-HNP case).
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Figure 12: Test series TS6. Impact of competitive pressure on ML prey : a) copepod
abundance (Z in ind.l−1), b) ML relative quota of carbon (%) and c) ML abundance in log
scale in ind.l−1 and d) ML abundance : instantaneous and accumulated values (ind.l−1).
Blue line - reference test with fmq

Z = λ s−1 (LFP case), green line - fmq
Z = 2λ s−1 (MFP

case), red line - fmq
Z = 3λ s−1, where λ = 3 · 10−8 s−1 (HFP case).
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